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Light Purification Exercises
Supporting the Etheric Body of Light
We tend to focus on the 'spiritual', believing it be a higher reality than the physical—in truth, the
physical is the most potentially complete. The physical body is being prepared as the vehicle into
which may arise our divinity. Another way of expressing this is the the Infinite Being is awakening
within its creations. We are not ascending out of the body, but rather we are bringing greater
consciousness into matter, which is refining and evolving the body to become a fluid unified field of
incorruptible matter.
Physicality is not density as we know it—density comes from polarity and resistance to life. Density is
what we are here to transcend so that we may realize formless form that shapes according to our
consciousness aligned with Infinite Intent. The seeming static nature of our bodies is not the highest
truth, rather it is the result of our distorted perception that sees the self as separate.
This incorruptible matter that is the body's foundational building block in the new reality is attainable
through releasing all attachment to and belief in things external to us. When nothing is external, then all
is within, and all is the self.
From the wisdom of Ikelke1, we are told,
“Where is the root of all aging? Inner conflict is the cause. Find now the root of all
conflict and you will have found the Fountain of Youth.”
“Think of the body as a fluid field that exists in the eternal peace of spacelessness, having
no parts and being an indefinable, ever-renewing miracle.”

The etheric body is a body of tone...the body of love. As we move into resonant harmony with life—
through surrendered trust and reverent appreciation— the etheric body becomes the incorruptible
template of the physical through which the harmonics of the divine image of perfection are transmitted.
1 In Secrets of Rejuvenation, by Almine
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There has been such damage to our nervous and endocrine systems (toxins, EMF pollution, violence
and coarseness in culture, GMO foods, vaccines, synthetic hormones, HAARP, etc) that we have
basically been cut us off from all sense of anything being real outside of the illusion. Through the
profound separation from Source, our meridians have become 'polluted rivers of filth', our chakras have
been encased in matrices and unable to communicate with one another, our very limited senses register
only what is coarse, and our endocrine glands secrete the death hormones that keep us dull and twodimensional, in repetitive and predictable patterns of the programmed life.
It is possible to transcend the state of imprisonment in a deadened body at this time, and all the support
that we need is here to erase the false programs of control, dissolve the imprints of the stories of
separation, close the gaps of polarity, get systems at a higher order of functionality, and eventually
ignite the glands to their higher function, that is to produce the god hormones.
The etheric body is the subtle energy template that provides the image through and by which the
physical body is formed and sustained. It surrounds, intertwines and interpenetrates the physical body
and can radiate up to eight inches from the body. It has a direct relationship to how well the physical
body functions.
In the womb of the mother the etheric grid holds all information relative to the formation of the body,
which is already set within the eight primal cells found at the coccyx bone (tailbone) and carried
through the extraordinary meridians—much like a seed that contains the entire blueprint for the whole
plant in its ethereal state. This blueprint has held programs that have imprisoned us, and it is now time
that we transcend them.
The stuck programs in the eight cells have to do with four main areas:
1. Belief systems about what is holy and what is not
2. Belief systems about what is life-enhancing and what is not
3. Belief systems related to behavioral expression of gender (conditioning and programs around
role and expression of male and female)
4. Our relationship to the tribe: our responsibilities, our duty to be large or small according to the
tribe, national identities, racial identities (bigger tribes), demands or expectations families place
on us.
These four areas have an impact in all that we think, feel, and do, and though we may have cleared
much from our stories and beliefs, programs in these four areas persist. Transcending these is the next
frontier that will force us to go deeply within to find the eternal self that is beyond all judgment and
need of reference points.
In this program, you will learn to let go of the stories, wounds, all that you think you know, sense of
past and future, and enter into the surrendered life of timelessness through which all potential may
emerge. The more that you purify your system at all levels through shedding old and integrating
higher perception, the more profoundly will you experience yourself made anew.
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Through the remote healing work over the next six weeks that works in the subtle body of life, cells,
organs, glands, and body systems will be impacted: cleansed of the old and ignited to higher function.
You are encouraged to live conscientiously in the weeks to come to the best of your ability, as this will
make you more receptive to the ongoing activation work. Still the noise of the mind and refine the
emotions that keep you bound to illusion and density—only then will it be possible for you to integrate
higher awareness beyond duality.
A major next step in the body's evolution to a unified field of consciousness is to purify the meridian
system. Why is this so important?
Within the meridians are held the primary illusions that have separated us from source. Emotions held
in the 12 ordinary meridians are 'fake' in the sense that they reactions to what is not real. There is no
resolution through trying to understand the stories and 'forgive' ourselves or others, as there is nothing
to forgive. Would you condemn your friend that you dreamt harmed you, once wake up? Do you
condemn yourself for dreaming that he harmed you? The beliefs and values from all the trauma from
the dream of separation, that are the imprisoning, static structures of our reality, hinder the
extraordinary meridians. The meridians must be cleansed of all that is false and illusion.
“The two greatest obsessions are the need to know and the presence of emotions. Both
create the illusion of relationship, as emotions are based on desire for an external source
of fulfillment, and the need to know is based on the desire to control external
circumstances.”
“There are 144 illusions of separation that brought about individuated life. These have
formed 144 constrictions in the lines of light of the etheric body that form the 144
acupuncture points.”
“There are 144 corresponding acupuncture points in the etheric body of the soul that are
points of discordant frequencies. Distorted perceptions (illusions) yield discordant
frequencies and vice versa.”2

2 The yogas of Enlightenment work on these cardinal acupuncture points—the full program for Shrihat Satva (I AM Lucid
Dreamer) yoga is available on the website.
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The etheric body template holds the molecular structure of the physical body in its proper form, and
holds and maintains the harmonics of the chemical fabric that is necessary for physical embodiment.
The etheric body can exist without the physical body, but the physical body cannot exist without its
light/harmonic etheric body. Healing, enlivening, and stimulating the etheric body heals and
regenerates the physical body. This is how the ascension attitudes of praise, love, and gratitude work—
they are powers of the etheric body that establish ever higher harmonics that entrain all systems to
higher expression. The etheric body is not only alive, but is the giver of life to the physical body.
The etheric body is a very sensitive instrument—sensitive to light and sound vibrations, and it becomes
damaged or distorted in many ways—primarily through foods that are not alive, heavy metals or
chemical substances, EMF, unloving emotions, immorality and manipulation, untruth, past distortions
that hinder energy flow through the meridians and chakras, or anything that disrupts or interrupts the
flow of the creative Living Light that seeks to infuse and regenerate our being.
The Living Light infuses the planet and our embodiments with information necessary to support the
evolutionary changes that are taking place. In order for our bodies to record and hold that information,
we need to have an adequate quantity and balance of minerals in the blood. These minerals in the
bloodstream act to receive and store the information of light encoded impulses, much like a cassette
tape. If we eliminate the metal from the tape (minerals from the body) or expose to magnetic fields or
EMFs, we end up with a blank tape (i.e. no information). With inadequate minerals, we are unable to
fully absorb these impulses and we end up with gaps of information, which leads to emotional distress
and disease.
Furthermore, mineral balance is essential in overall well-being and one’s ability to handle the constant
demands of life. When in balance, they unblock two neuro-transmitters: noradrenaline and dopamine,
which are ‘feel-good’ hormones. Without these hormones in adequate supply, depression and
negativity can overtake.
While minerals are physical, they are also consciousness that carry light codes for our planet, and these
inform the etheric body on how to evolve itself to support the physical. Minerals are like the
‘hormones’ or blueprints of evolution from the planetary body that influence our evolution, while
hormones and endocrines, ideally, contain the blueprints for evolution from the merging of Infinite
Intent and our unique interpretation. Minerals build up the molecules that make up our cells and are
‘generic’ to all human beings, while our cells are coded with our individual self-evolution through our
hormones.
We are told that inertia forms when the mineral kingdom is not fully expressing in us. When life is
stagnant and predictable, for example, we are unable to enliven minerals and may be depleted in
nutrients and suffer from physical toxicity because the mineral kingdom within is not supported to do
its proper function. This invites pathogens as well as allows for toxic buildup of heavy metals and
radiation. A generalization but not an oversimplification is the fact that if we fully presenced our lives
in all aspects, radiation could not harm us, nor could heavy metals build up in our system.
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The living light become focused in the etheric body. The spiritual gifts that we take into our astral or
emotional body in sleep can only become usable to us if they can penetrate into the etheric body. And
the spiritual gifts of light and sound from the planetary body that we take in through food, water, and
air influences the etheric so that it can impart greater aliveness and evolution to our physical
embodiment. Nothing becomes usable in this embodiment that does not become part of the etheric
body.
Everything exists within you, and as you presence your life fully, you then have the power to draw
from the mineral kingdom, all the etheric tones that you need to maintain greatest harmony. These will
express in you by your presence, through what you may ingest by mouth or through etheric pathways
of light. All nourishment comes down to frequency and light. In these exercises, we focus on
nourishing the etheric body with light, and purifying the pathways through which the light may enter.
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Quick Purification Exercises
Below are purification exercises that can be done at any time. They are simple and very effective, as
matter reshapes to intention and energy follows it. The power of intention does not depend on whether
or not you can see or sense the subtle etheric or astral bodies. So don't waste time and energy in selfdoubt, as that only muddles and weakens the power of intention.
Choose your favourite(s), and establish a daily routine with them. For example, through understanding
the immense power in grounding the pranic tube, I do that exercise when waiting in line somewhere.
It's almost automatic now. Sometimes I only cycle through once (Lahun to ground to cleanse, then
Fountain of Life breath to bring in purified energies and cleanse light fibers in my field), but that is
often enough as a quick cleanse. And when I feel 'polluted' by being triggered into negative thoughts, I
do a quick expansion as a fluid field and purging breath to release the obsolete patterns. You can do
these with your eyes open, without anyone noticing!
Recently I've added the very powerful visualization of exploding the life force center to encompass all
bodies—this breaks up stagnation, clears the pranic tube, and leads to a state of merging with the
infinite Ocean.
Sound Elixir
An angelic sound elixir is given with these exercises, which you can use when doing any of these
exercises to enhance the process. The audio has two angel elixirs, from the first and last of the
Atlantean archangels working through light healing in the DNA. The first elixir brings in the light
codes from the One who enables Effortless Unfolding of a Flourishing Life through maintaining an
Eternal Perspective, and the second is from the One who brings Inconceivable Clarity of Being and
supports claiming Divinity of Godhood in Expression.
Please be in reverence, praise, and grateful receptivity when you use these angel elixirs.
Light Elixir
Two light elixirs, by Almine, appear in the appendix. The first assists in mastering density and breaking
up illusion; the second is to dissolve the inner hierarchies and support the body to become a fluid field.
You may look at them before doing any of the suggested exercises.
They are also be used in the following meditative exercise.
Breathing to Eliminate the Gaps:
 Tune into your body and feel into any tension. Tension is resistance. Breathe into those areas as
you look at the image and contemplate on mastering density. The message with the fist elixir is
this:
Copyright 2013 Anita L Briggs ~ All Rights Reserved
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“The gift of density is the ability to have multiple perspectives at once. To cultivate this, be both
the observer and the observed during your actions. Allow yourself to see life from the large
picture, while examining the details. The further gift of density is the ability of man to
experience the pleasures of the senses far more fully than any other race.”
Density is a 'balancing act'--we engage in the details while maintaining a vast perspective as well.
When things appear challenging, we do not oppose, but rather we find what is unexpressed in us that
needs to express...what perspective might be useful to dissolve resistance and thus allow reality to
reshape gracefully.
 Let the fluidity of one of both images support deeper and more profound release of tension and
density.
 After relaxing all areas of tension in the body in this manner, begin breathing in and out from
all the pores of the body and feel the body become a fluid field rather than a static form. Being
in density is simply contracted awareness—from simultaneous awareness of our vastness, we
will know the body as a fluid structure able to be in rich and vivid multi-sensorial experience
that is possible by contracting awareness into embodiment.
 Now start breathing in and out deeply and slowly at a regular pace (count of 5 or 6...whatever
feels comfortable. Eliminate the gaps between the breaths, with smooth transitions as in turns to
out and out to in-breath. Do this breathing without gaps for 5 to 10 minutes, with intention that
all density-causing trauma release from the bodies. You may have images or emotions from the
past...simply let these release with the breath, without the need to interpret or hold onto—they
are simply etheric imprints that are ready to be let go.

For anyone who has experienced trauma in life, do the breathing to eliminate the gaps
regularly, until you can tune into the trauma and breathe in perfect rhythm
without gaps.
If you feel challenged to release any of the illusions and attachments during the
program, feel into the resistance...the fear of letting go, and do this breathing exercise
with intention to release all programs that bind you to beliefs.

* * * * *
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Light Visualizations
1 ~ Immersing Cells with Light and Life
1. Image the light of the Central Sun pouring into your Crown chakra and pouring gently into the
body from above.
2. Image two balls of light under each foot, about a hand's width below your feet. (These are the
foot ground chakras). And feel energy moving up through your legs from these.
3. Open up your body (simply by intention) at all levels, open up cells, and DNA.
4. Feel the music activating frequency chambers in the DNA...open up to deep transformation.
Feel the DNA opening up like a rose...drinking in the sound and radiating its magnificence
throughout the body via each cell.
5. Now imagine breathing in and simultaneously drawing from Crown and ground chakras and
both streams merging in the Gut center (navel and lower stomach area).
6. Make it a continuous stream from both directions, and imagine all impurities being drawn into
the Gut and digested therein (destroyed by the power of intention)3. Image a silver mist of
purity raying out from the Gut. Feel the power within you to maintain purity in being.
7. Now image the light still pouring in from the Crown, flowing into every cell...every cell
bursting with light. Feel every cell coming alive and shedding its density...and feel your
consciousness becoming present in every cell. Flow that light all the way down into the ground.
8. Now image life force moving up from ground chakras, up through the legs and into the Gut and
moving all the way up the head. And feel life force in every cell, igniting it to higher evolution.
9. Feel yourself opening to deeper presence...moving into wholeness and full self-awareness...
10. Breathe in and out through all the pores of your body...through all the cells...and feel the most
exquisite sense of dissolving all boundaries...
11. Now give your breath the quality of light...breathe light, in and out...through all pores of the
body....through all cells. “You are the Light and the Light is you”....Feel it deeply, “I AM the
Light...the Light I AM”...”I AM the One Life.”

3 You will learn about the power of the Gut to reform all negativity in week 1 of the MP program.
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From series of self-wheels by Almine
(www.spiritualjourneys.com)

2- Purging Impurities From a Fluidic State
(This process is done in several of the purification audios.)
1. Spend a few moment releasing tension from the body, by breathing into those areas and intending
that they release tension on the exhalation. Go deeper and deeper into a tensionless state.
2. Begin breathing in and out through all the pores of your body. Do this until you have a felt-sense of
it.
3. Now imagine every cell breathing in and out... every cell plumps up on each inhalation, causing you
to expand out just a bit on every inhalation.... and feel yourself gently settling back ...coming back
together on each exhalation..
4. Do this for the next few breaths...breathing in and plumping out the cells..and breathing out and
settling back. Feel as you breathe in, that you are expanding the space between the cells, molecules,
and atoms of the body, so that you naturally expand out a few inches.
5. Imagine a natural separation of impurities from the pure substance, as the spaciousness reveals what
does not belong in you. So as you expand out, imagine that the impurities are visible...So that when
you exhale and gently settle back, things don't quite 'fit right' anymore.
6. Feel this in all your cells, in the skin...all toxins separating from healthy skin...feel it in your
intestines...all the impacted matter loosening from the intestinal walls...feel this in your wrinkles..all
the density, pain, belief in loss, in guilt, in regret, loosening their grip. Feel this in your arteries, all
the self-berating, self devaluation...loosening as plaque from the arterial walls...Feel the deadening
veils and cobwebs dislodging and dissolving from ears, eyes, throat, teeth...all that has concealed
clarity and truth...all that has clouded perception and interpretation.
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7. Keep breathing in and out and feel every particle and cell plumping up on the inhalation, and all the
toxins separating from the healthy tissue and cells...Feel how things no longer 'fit' as they settle back
on the exhalation...On the inhalations, feel yourself expanding out about 6 inches, 8 inches.., and
then only contracting about an inch on the exhalation. Feel yourself expanding a few more
inches on each inhalation, and only contracting back about an inch on each exhalation. Feel all
the impurities—physical, emotional, mental—loosened and not longer stuck or impacted
...floating around like foreign debris on each inhalation as you expand further.
8. On the next breath...imagine expanding out 12 inches...and intend with a powerful outbreath,
that all the density and toxicity be purged from your body. After the purge, feel yourself settling
back on the exhalation.
9. Repeat the expansion breathing...feel the spaciousness as you expand...feel greater light and
tonal harmonies present as you completed one purge already...Breathe in and expand out
further...and exhale...and breathe in to 12 inches expansion and do another powerful purging
outbreath..
10. Now feel your body filling with light and tonal harmonies
11. You may complete with a cycle of breathing from head to feet through the pranic tube and then
becoming the fountain of life (see next one).

3- Fountain of Life (a variation on the Arasatma breaths)
1. Image a tube from the Crown to the level of the two ground chakras under the feet. This is the
pranic tube when fully functioning.4
2. Draw in white light through the Crown on the inhalation, flow it down the pranic tube, and see
it turn blue at the gut center (behind the navel). Then powerfully expel the breath from the gut
center down the pranic tube, and into the ground. Do this for a few breaths, to cleanse the pranic
tube.
3. Next, image drawing blue light from the bottom of the pranic tube up through the Gut/navel
area and then it turning white when it passes through the Gut and continuing as white all the
way up to the Crown and about a hand's length beyond.5
4. Immediately at the Crown begin a sighing outbreath, imagining the light turning golden yellow
and raying down in sparks of fluid light, like a fountain around the body and extending out as
far as you wish. Feel the sparks of fluid light removing all toxins and obsolete programs from
your physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual bodies. Feel the light becoming more powerful
and unobstructed in its flow.
4 See information on the pranic tube in the page of material.
5 This is the Lahun chakra that is depicted as the halo around heads of saints. As the Lahun expands and encompasses more and more of
the body, we move to incorruptible matter. See the new chakras in 7-Breaths of Eternal Life, level 1
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5. Hold the outbreath for a moment, while taking in the following affirmation:
“I have become the Fountain of Life. Every creature in my environment flourishes as I express
the fullness of my being.”
6. Repeat the breath cycle, feeling the prana becoming more powerful and refined as you draw it
through you, and purifying all levels of your being while causing a powerful radiating field
around you.
Breathe in this manner for the duration of the sound elixir (5:30 mins), feeling the purifying and
revitalizing process deeply. You may stick with that one affirmation, or alternate with one or more of
the ones given below.

 I have become the Fountain of Life. All beings are elevated by my presence through my
complete surrender to Infinite Intent.
 I have become the Fountain of Life. All beings feel embraced by the One Life in my
benevolent presence.
 I have become the Fountain of Life. All draw from Infinite's love and bounteous
blessings through my being.
 I have become the Fountain of Life. I am an open channel of Infinite's blessings to all
and highest potentials unfolding.
 I have become the Fountain of Life, letting of all to allow ever new creation to arise in
me.
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4. Flowing the Fluid Eternal Self 6
•

Look at the light elixirs if you wish, play an angelic elixir, and take a few minutes to enter into a
very relaxed state.

•

Become aware of the fluid, eternal, formless form part of yourself.

•

Have this fluid part of self flow through the pranic tube.

•

Just sense is flowing in the pranic tube (up or down and any way). Old programs will
effortlessly fall away in the presence of the real. Do this over and over if necessary until the
pranic tube contains white light.

You may have an issue you wish to focus this exercise on. But also do it regularly to get a sense of the
fluidity of your real self. The pranic tube turns while to the degree that you live the surrendered life,
and when it is white, you have closed down time and space.

5. Exploding Life Force Center
This meditation is done at the end of the audio to Release Attachments of Heart, Mind, and Spirit.
•

Have the wheel of the Haaraknit (to purify the Life Force center, below) printed out, and place
it at your back, behind the navel area.

•

Now image the pranic tube from Lahun or Crown area, down through the body and a hand's
length into the ground. Feel it as space open to infinity above and infinity below...and the
fields around you forming a tube torus.

•

Breathe in and out from all the pores of your body until you feel your skin becoming translucent
membrane...no longer containing you. Feel yourself open to within and without...no more
containment. Feel there is no in or out....

•

Now become the fluid, eternal, formless part of yourself. Feel yourself beyond reference
points...no identity...no need to understand...feel only the reference point of delight....Feel
deeply how free from all attachments and no longer compelled into drama and tension, you can
move your consciousness anywhere...become the wind...feel yourself a whispering and sweetly
fragrant wind moving through all areas of your life. Feel as a playful, fragrant wind of change,
moving through all areas of life without agenda...in pure playfulness.

6 From BVP Oneness, equation #142
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Feel deeply how without programs, your consciousness cannot be bound...you are beyond
duality and fluid consciousness, formless form. Feel as you move through your life, all is
changed by your playful presence...all yields in the presence of playful innocence.
.
 Now direct this fluid part of self into the pranic tube. Just sense it flowing in the pranic tube (up
or down and any way). Feel any old or obsolete programs effortlessly falling away in the
presence of the real.
•

 Do this until the pranic tube contains white light.
 And now become aware of the area behind the navel..the Haaraknit—the place of formless form
where all is fluidly reformed. Feel the Haaraknit entering in a union of ratpure into the pranic
tube. Feel only boundlessness and all potential....Feel waves of rapture enlarging and enlarging
the merged pranic tube/haraknit until if fills all the bodies. When the bodies can no longer hold
the enlargement, feel them exploding into one on a powerful outbreath...
 Now feel as the expansion continues...the unified body loses all boundaries and become the
ocean of the One life...Only one being exists and plays with the images of its inseparableness...
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Light Elixirs

By Almine, from Arcturian transmissions (www.spiritualjourneys.com)
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Dissolving Inner Hierarchies ~ Light Elixir by Almine
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Wheel to purify the Life Force Center ~ by Almine (www.spiritualjourneys.com)
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